CHAPTER 1488
Portable Storage Units
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1488.01 PORTABLE STORAGE UNIT DEFINED.
For the purpose of this chapter, "portable storage unit" shall mean any portable enclosed unit of durable construction or material, not to exceed eight feet wide by eight feet high by sixteen feet long, designed for temporary storage, which can be transported by vehicle and left on-site for a designated maximum period of time.
(Ord. 57-2008. Passed 9-2-08.)

1488.02 PLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS AND RESTRICTIONS.
(a) Placement. Placement of a portable storage unit is permitted in all residential and business districts in the Village for a period not to exceed thirty consecutive days, provided that the unit is placed on an approved firm surface not more than ten feet from a dwelling or business structure.

(b) Requirements. All portable storage units shall be free of rust, peeling paint and other visible forms of deterioration.

(c) Restrictions. No portable storage unit shall be placed less than ten feet from the front public right-of-way or on a private street, nor shall the placement of such unit restrict vehicle or pedestrian visibility.
(Ord. 57-2008. Passed 9-2-08.)

1488.03 PERMITS.
(a) Permits. Placement of a portable storage unit shall require a permit from the Building Department. Such permit shall contain the dates of approved use and shall be displayed on the portable storage unit.

(b) Extensions. Additional time may be granted by the Board of Zoning Appeals upon application.
(Ord. 57-2008. Passed 9-2-08.)

1488.99 PENALTY.
Whoever violates or fails to comply with any of the provisions of this chapter is guilty of a minor misdemeanor and shall be fined not more than one hundred dollars ($100.00). A separate offense shall be deemed committed each day during or on which a violation or noncompliance occurs or continues.
(Ord. 57-2008. Passed 9-2-08.)